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UNIT DESCRIPTION
Introduction
Welcome to “Entrepreneurship” - we hope you have as much fun learning about it as we do teaching it! There are always opportunities for entrepreneurs to start and grow their business ventures, regardless of the state of the economy. Successful entrepreneurship requires more than merely luck and money (although they are always helpful). It is a comprehensive process that requires creativity, idea development, planning, management and risk taking. This program is designed to introduce you to the nature of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial processes and to better understand your own entrepreneurial potential. In addition to covering the theoretical background that underpins the study of entrepreneurship, we hope to equip you with some practical skills that you can immediately apply in the real world.

The course co-ordinator and lecturer for this unit is Dr Mark Fitzpatrick. Mark has enjoyed a successful track record as a venture capitalist and also as a later stage entrepreneur. As a venture capitalist he has been responsible for investments in a wide range of industries and is well experienced in all aspects of the venture capital cycle, from screening business plans through investment analysis, due diligence and deal consummation, to value adding and exits via trade sales and ASX listings.  In an entrepreneurial capacity he was responsible for the work out, fast growth and ASX listing of an Australian construction business which today is an ASX Top 200 company. In addition to the VC and entrepreneur roles, Mark has extensive general management experience in finance and in engineering, including a period as the CEO of an ASX listed company, and has been a director and Chairman of a number of ASX listed and private companies and ‘not for profit’ organisations. His PhD was in the venture capital area, looking at the impact of the interpersonal relationship between the venture capitalist and the entrepreneur on investment performance. He also has a Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering and an MBA and is a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Company Directors. Mark looks forward to sharing his experience and research knowledge of the field with you. 

Unit content
The emphasis in this unit will be on the creation of entrepreneurial awareness and the
development of creative, analytical and practical skills. It is structured along four main
thrusts:
1. To develop an appreciation and understanding of the “entrepreneurship process”
through exposure to theoretical concepts and current developments in the field.
2. To examine the knowledge, qualities and skills needed to become a successful
entrepreneur.
3. To learn how to identify and evaluate strategies that drive entrepreneurial
performance and growth.
4. To understand the process involved in the formulation of an effective “business plan” for a new entrepreneurial venture.

The goal of the unit
The goal of the unit is to provide students with practical and theoretical knowledge and skills that are readily applicable in their employment, in further studies, in investment opportunity analysis or in the creation of their own new business. Such knowledge and skills will develop from an understanding of how previous learning’s in areas such as marketing, finance, human resources, operations and other business related areas can be drawn together into a business model and developed through feasibility analysis into an action plan for the new venture (represented in written form as the Business Plan).  
Learning outcomes
In this unit, each student should achieve the following learning outcomes:

LO 1. Develop an understanding of the entrepreneurial process through exposure to theoretical concepts and current developments in the field.
LO2. Examine the knowledge, qualities and skills needed to become a successful entrepreneur.
LO3. Identify and evaluate strategies that drive entrepreneurial performance and growth.
LO4. Produce an appropriate business plan for a new entrepreneurial venture. 

To facilitate achievement of the learning outcomes, the assessment for the unit has been structured around them as follows:  

LO1 will be assessed through the students’ contribution towards selected readings and case discussions in tutorials and performance in the final exam. 
LO2 will be assessed through the students’ contribution towards selected readings and case discussions in tutorials, performance in the final exam (which may include questions on the characteristics of entrepreneurs) and contribution to the ‘notional organisation’ created for the team assignment.  
LO3 will be assessed through the students’ contribution towards selected case discussions in tutorials, and performance in the team assignment, which requires the development of an entrepreneurial business case focusing on strategies, performance and growth.  
LO4 will be assessed through the students’ contribution to and performance on the team Business Plan assignment in which student teams will develop a business plan for a new venture.    

The individual assignment in which another student’s Business Plan will be assessed and an independent valuation proposed will contribute to the assessment of each of LO1 – LO4.
Educational principles and graduate attributes
In this unit, you will be encouraged and facilitated to develop the ability and desire to:

		Think creatively, clearly, laterally and strategically about business models and solutions to business problems.

	Research effectively, so as to assist you to validate the potential of new ideas and
business opportunities and to learn from the knowledge and experiences of others.
		Present creatively and clearly any new idea, information and knowledge so that your audience will ‘buy’ the concept.

	Work with others in a team to solve problems and achieve tangible outcomes.

TEACHING AND LEARNING RESPONSIBILITIES
Teaching and learning strategies
It is hoped that students who undertake this unit will find it enjoyable, challenging and intellectually stimulating. Learning any subject requires substantial input from the lecturer, the tutor and the student, with the balance of effort significantly weighted towards you - the student. The focus of learning within the unit will be upon investigation and analysis, making use of case studies, team work, small group discussion and reporting. Lectures will be held to provide a framework for the unit, however, there will be a strong emphasis placed upon peer-group teaching and student participation as the most effective learning takes place when students are required to apply their learning or teach others.  

The National Training Laboratories learning model (Learning Styles, National Training Laboratories, Bethel, Maine) suggests that you will not get the most out of this unit if all you do is attend the lectures and listen passively. You will get the most out of this unit if you are prepared to read the text and other materials provided, listen to lectures and question the content, participate in the class discussions and apply your knowledge within the assignments. The design of this unit aims to provide you with all these elements, including the group assignment, where you can practice by doing and teaching others the things you have learnt. 
Teaching and learning evaluation
You may be asked to complete two evaluations during this unit. The Student Perception of Teaching (SPOT) and the Students’ Unit Reflective Feedback (SURF). The SPOT is optional and is an evaluation of the lecturer and the unit. The SURF is completed online and is a university wide survey and deals only with the unit. You will receive an email from the SURF office inviting you to complete the SURF when it is activated. We encourage you to complete the forms as your feedback is extremely important and can be used to make changes to the unit or lecturing style when appropriate. Student feedback will be reviewed at the end of the course and used to update future iterations of the unit.


Attendance
Participation in lectures and tutorials is an essential part of the learning process, so students are expected to attend all lectures and tutorials and to be thoroughly prepared to participate in them. This includes all pre-reading and preparation of answers to case study questions before attending the tutorial or lecture.

At the minimum, you should read all of the textbook and any of the other recommended readings suggested in the Unit Outline. Wider reading and online information resources are listed in this Unit Outline to provide a deeper understanding of the course material and provide some wider perspectives. Course Materials Online (‘CMO’) provides a comprehensive list of supplementary reading that is regularly updated.

Please read the later section in this Outline on the Assessment Mechanism carefully, as attendance at and participation in tutorials is considered by the tutor in the assessment of the tutorial mark. Team members will be asked to score the participation and contribution of their fellow team members as part of the assessment of team based activities, but it should be clearly understood that each team member is jointly responsible for the submitted Business Plan (Assignment 1).









CONTACT DETAILS
We strongly advise students to regularly access their student email accounts. Important information regarding the unit is often communicated by email and will not be automatically forwarded to private email addresses.

Unit coordinator/lecturer

Name:
Dr G.M. (Mark) Fitzpatrick
Email:
gregory.fitzpatrick@uwa.edu.au
Phone:
By appointment
Lecture times:
Fridays 11.00 am – 1.00pm
Lecture venue:
Ernst & Young Lecture Theatre, 
Business School




































Tutor Name:
Dr Mark Fitzpatrick
Email:
gregory.fitzpatrick@uwa.edu.au
Tutorial times: and venues
TUES 11.00 – 11.45 Business School Room 2.62 ‘Rick Crabb’
TUES 12.00 – 12.45 Business School Room G42 ‘Michael Chaney’
Tutor Name:
Mr Aaron Yeo
Email:
10995222@student.uwa.edu.au
Tutorial time and venue:
TUES 14.00 – 14.45 Engineering Building (Civil & Mechanical) Lecture Room 109  
Tutor Name:
Ms Emma Doig
Email:
doige01@uwa.edu.au
Tutorial times: and venues
TUES 15.00 – 15.45 Engineering Building (Civil & Mechanical) Lecture Room 113
THUR 09.00 – 09.45 Business School Room 2.62 ‘Rick Crabb’
Tutor Name:
Ms Stephanie Powell
Email:
powels01@uwa.edu.au
Tutorial times: and venues
WED 15.00 – 15.45 Business School Room 1.62 ‘John Poynton’
WED 16.00 – 16.45 Business School Room 1.62 ‘John Poynton’
Name:
Mr Damian Puay Hwa Koh
Email:
 damian.koh@uwa.edu.au
Tutorial time and venue:
THUR 08.00 – 08.45 Business School Room 2.62 ‘Rick Crabb’
Name:
Ms Robyn Ellison
Email:
ROBYN.ELLISON@riotinto.com
Tutorial times and venues:
FRI 09.00 – 09.45 Business School, Room 163 ‘Mitsui’
FRI 10.00 – 10.45 Business School, Room 163 ‘Mitsui’




TEXTBOOK(S) AND RESOURCES
Unit website
http://www.webct.uwa.edu.au 
Required text
Schaper, M, Volery, T, Weber, P and Lewis, K 2011 Entrepreneurship and small business, 3rd Asia-Pacific edition, John Wiley & Sons Australia, Ltd, Qld

Additional resources and reading material
The following reading material may be useful:

Mazzarol, Tim 2011 Entrepreneurship and Innovation, 2nd edition, Tilde University Press, Prahran, Vic

Kuratko, DF & Hodgetts, RM 2004, Entrepreneurship: Theory, process and practice, 6th
edn., Thomson South-Western, Ohio.
	
Choo, Dr Stephen, 2006, Entrepreneurial Management, Tilde University Press, Vic.

The following online Journals, which can accessed via the UWA Library’s Supersearch facility, may be useful:

Academy of Management Review 
Babson Research Conference 
Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice 
Journal of Business Venturing 
Journal of Small Business Management 
Management Science 
Strategic Management Journal 
  
These other online resources may be useful in your practical considerations:

Australian Stock Exchange - http://www.asx.com.au/.
Australian Securities & Investment Commission – http://www.asic.gov.au/.
AusIndustry - http://www.ausindustry.gov.au
AVCAL - http://www.avcal.com.au/
Entrepreneur.com – http://www.entrepreneur.com/.
Fast Company –http://www.fastcompany.com.
Intellectual Property Australia – http://www.ipaustralia.gov.au/.
National Innovation website – http://www.innovation.gov.au/.
Small Business Development Corporation – http://www.sbdc.com.au.



UNIT SCHEDULE

Week
Lecture
Lecture topic
Tutorial
Due Dates for Submissions
1

28 Feb – 4 March
A
1. What is entrepreneurship?
2. Unit outline
3. Planning context 
Reading:
Ch’s 1, 7 & 7 Appendix of Text
Form teams; ‘ice-breaker’; discussion of the BP project process (Ch 7 Appendix)


B
1.Idea generation and 
2. Idea feasibility
Reading:
Ch 3 of Text


2

7 – 11 Mar
A
Marketing mix (4P’s)
 Branding:  
Features vs benefits
Reading:
Ch 11 of Text
Idea generation exercise (via brain writing + brain storming ideas for group)


B
Market & industry analysis
1. Porter’s 5 Forces model
2. Market Intelligence – Competitor analysis


3

14 – 18 March
A
1. USP (customer’s value proposition)
2. Competitive Advantage 

Market analysis exercise


B
Business Model 
(Value chain analysis)
Reading:
P146 of Text


4

21 – 25 March
A
1. Customer research on your own product/ service
2. Marketing Strategy & Plan  
Reading:
Ch 6 of Text
Poster Presentation of feasible idea for BP to class – immediate feedback from class and Tutor.
Feasibility Poster

B
 WORKSHOP: Financial statements
Reading:
Ch 14 of Text


5

28 Mar – 1 Apr
A
WORKSHOP: Financial projections/ modelling
Team discussion of market analysis for BP product/ service with Tutor


B
WORKSHOP: Financial projections/ modelling cont’d


6

4 – 8 April
A
Business Plan example
Reading:
Ch 7 of Text
BP case study: Ch 7 (p172) – hand in answers to the three questions at beginning of tutorial
Submission of Marketing Plan to Tutor

B

Funding new ventures
Reading:
Ch 9 of Text



7

11 – 15 April

A
Valuation (of the business) techniques
Feedback on Marketing Plan from Tutor
Submission of preliminary financial projections to Tutor

B
Valuation negotiations with investors, lenders & employees (ESOP)


8

18 – 22 April
A
No lecture – UWA holiday

Feedback on Financial projections from Tutor.
The normal Friday tutorials have been re-scheduled to the Monday – please see your Tutor re time/ venue


B
No lecture – UWA holiday



25 - 29 April 

Non-teaching study break




9

2 – 6 May

A
Operations management
Reading:
Ch 12 of Text 
Case study on Valuation –
hand in answers to the questions at beginning of tutorial


B
Human resources
Reading:
Ch 13 of Text


10

9 – 13 May
A
Venture capital
Case study on Valuation –
continued
Submission of final version of Business Plan (‘BP’) to Lecturer via WebCT before 4.00 pm on Thursday 12 May.

Submission of peer review form to Lecturer via email before 5.00 pm on Friday 13 May.

B
Venture capital cont’d



11

16 – 20 May
A
Legal issues and Intellectual property
Reading:
Ch 8 of Text
GET Test – complete first 15 - 20 mins; review remainder of session


B
Review session


12

23 – 27 May 
A
Entrepreneurial potential
Reading:
Ch 2 of Text

Case study: “Should I take the plunge?” (Ch 2, pages 43-4) – for Singapore read ‘Home town” – hand in answers to the two questions at beginning of tutorial
Submission of 

(i) student marked BP 
(ii) valuation of business

To Lecturer via WebCT before 4.00 pm on Thursday 26 May.



B
Managing growth
Reading:
Ch 16 of Text



13

30 May – 3 Jun
A
Corporate & Social (not for profit) entrepreneurship
Reading:
Ch 17 & 18 of Text
Feedback on Business Plans 


B
Review
Typical exam questions 


14

6 – 10 Jun


1 week

Pre-examination study break



11 – 25 Jun


2 weeks


First Semester Examinations



ASSESSMENT MECHANISM
The purpose of assessment
There are a number of reasons for having assessable tasks as part of an academic program. The assessable tasks are designed to encourage you to explore and understand the subject more fully. The fact that we grade your work provides you an indication of how much you have achieved. Providing feedback on your work also serves as part of the learning process.
Assessment mechanism summary

Item
Weight
Remarks
Tutorial participation 


10%
Participation means preparing, attending and contributing meaningfully to tutorial exercises and activities.
Assignment 1:
Team Business Plan

30%
Each team member is jointly responsible for the submitted Business Plan. Team members will be asked to score the contribution of their fellow team   members to overall team performance. This score may be used to moderate other assessments. The assessment form shown in Appendix 3 must be completed by all students and emailed to the Lecturer before 5.00pm on Friday 13th May.
Assignment 2:
Individual assessment of a Business Plan and independent valuation of business
10%

End of Semester Examination
50%
Open book, calculators allowed
Total
100%


Note 1:	Results may be subject to scaling and standardisation under faculty policy and are not necessarily the sum of the component parts.
Note 2:	Your assessed work may also be used for quality assurance purposes, such as to assess the level of achievement of learning outcomes as required for accreditation and audit purposes. The findings may be used to inform changes aimed at improving the quality of Business School programs. All material used for such processes will be treated as confidential, and the outcome will not affect your grade for the unit.



Assessment components
Assignment 1 – Business Plan (by Team)

You will be allocated into Teams by the tutor. Each Team is required to complete and submit:
	A Business Plan with its associated financial statements (CF, P&L and BS) for a new business venture. This new venture involves launching a NEW product or service into the marketplace. 

A covering letter to the venture capitalist indicating what % ownership is being offered for the funds being sought and the rationale for your implied valuation.

This is a guided team project around which tutorials are organised. Identifying a business opportunity and learning the skills of working in teams will comprise the initial phase. This will be followed by the development of a detailed and credible business plan. The purpose of the Business Plan is to raise money from a venture capitalist in order to pursue the opportunity. 

The underlying assumptions for the business plan are as follows:

1. The new venture must be developed from an original idea, generated by the team, for a product or service. Harsh penalties will be imposed for ideas plagiarised from other sources, such as the Internet. 
2. The product or service must be technically feasible, morally and socially acceptable and
environmentally friendly. Further, it must have a unique selling proposition (USP) in order
to enhance the sustainability of the business. The USP must extend beyond generic
propositions such as low selling price or better quality as they are short-lived and easily
imitated by competitors.
3. The new venture must plan to ‘cross the chasm’ and achieve a size that warrants the interest of a venture capitalist.
4. The initial product/ service should be the first amongst a suite of succeeding products/ services that will enhance and sustain the new venture’s growth prospects. The initial and succeeding products/ services must give rise to a competitive advantage for the new venture.
5. Each team will form and name a notional company. All team members are to hold shares in the venture in equal proportions and members will have equal voting rights in the company at its formation.
6. The team members are able to pool a start-up fund of $100,000 from family and friends. The balance of the required capital is to be sourced from a venture capitalist.
7. All employees of the business should receive ‘market rate’ compensation.
8. At the minimum, the business will plan to achieve the following financial goals: Y1 – breakeven, Y2 – EBIT (min 10% of revenue) and Y3 – EBIT (min 20% of revenue).

Other expectations:

(a) Team members will need to meet outside of lecture and tutorial times to maximise progress on the project. The due date is in Week 10!
(b) Team members should keep a dated and written record of meetings for record keeping
purposes and dispute resolution. These also help the tutor keep in touch with your
progress. In the first tutorial, you should appoint someone as recorder or arrange a roster
system so the job is being equally shared.
(c) When writing the Business Plan, be clear and concise and avoid repetition. A common style should be evident as if the whole document has been prepared by a single author. This will require a high level of mutual trust and close co-operation.

Chapter 7 of the text discusses a business plan framework. You should consider this framework and other course material when developing your business plan structure so that it meets the target audience’s needs. The Business Plan should be a ‘selling’ document in that it convinces the venture capitalist that it represents an excellent BUSINESS opportunity. Don’t fall into the trap of selling your product/ service at the expense of the business – remember you are selling equity in your business!! 

Consult your tutor throughout the semester for advice as how to develop your business plan.

The final written business plan and covering letter must be submitted to the Lecturer via WebCT before 4.00pm on Thursday 12 May. The completed document must be in MS Word with the financial projections appendixes in an MS Excel spreadsheet. It is not to exceed 25 pages (A4, 12-pt font, 1.5 spacing) excluding the assignment cover sheet, references and appendices. This page limit will be strictly enforced and the examiner can choose not to read any page beyond the 25-page limit. 

[Don’t forget that the peer review forms – see Appendix 3 - are due in the following day]

The marking guide for Assignment 1 is provided in Appendix 1. Please read it carefully before embarking on your assignment.

Assignment 2 – Business Plan assessment and new venture valuation (by Individual)

Each student will be given a Business Plan prepared by one of the other teams. The assigned task is to make a written assessment of the Business Plan and value the proposed new venture, both from the point of view of a venture capitalist considering an investment in the company. The submitted assignment should address:
(i) the shortcomings of the Business Plan and 
(ii) whether the shortcomings could be remedied sufficiently to warrant investment by the venture capitalist.
(iii) the venture capitalist’s assessment of the maximum value (in $) it would be prepared to pay for an equity interest; such valuation must be supported by a logical argument explaining how the value was arrived at and why it should be accepted by the entrepreneur.

The assignment must be submitted to the Lecturer via WebCT before 4.00pm on Thursday 26 May. The completed document must be in MS Word. It is not to exceed 10 pages (A4, 12-pt font, 1.5 spacing) excluding the assignment cover sheet. This page limit will be strictly enforced and the examiner can choose not to read any page beyond the 10-page limit. 

The marking guide for Assignment 2 is provided in Appendix 2. Please read it carefully before embarking on your assignment.


Tutorials

The tutorials provide an important opportunity for you to:
	work on your business plan, and 

to monitor your progress with and obtain feedback from your Tutor and
consolidate your learning through in-class exercises including case studies.

The Tutor will assess the preparation, participation and contribution of each student in tutorials. 


Final Examination

A formal open book examination will be held at the end of the semester. It will require either essay-type answers to questions or an analysis of a case study or business scenario. The whole semester’s work will be the subject of the final examination. Answering questions in the examination will require knowledge of entrepreneurial concepts, theories, terminologies, principles and their practical application. All lectures, tutorials, cases and readings covered during the semester will contribute to this body of examinable knowledge. The time allowed for the examination will be 2 hours and 10 minutes. 
Submission of assignments
All assignments are to be submitted to the Lecturer electronically via WebCT on or before the due time. Printed copies will not be accepted.

Each assignment should have an Assignment Cover Sheet which discloses the name/s and number/s of the student/s submitting the assignment. 

Student Guild
Phone: (+61 8) 6488 2295 
Facsimile: (+61 8) 6488 1041 
E-mail: enquiries@guild.uwa.edu.au
Website: http://www.guild.uwa.edu.au
Charter of Student Rights and Responsibilities
The Charter of Student Rights and Responsibilities outlines the fundamental rights and responsibilities of students who undertake their education at UWA (refer http://handbooks.uwa.edu.au/undergraduate/poliproc/policies/StudentRights ).
Appeals against academic assessment
The University provides the opportunity for students to lodge an appeal against assessment results and/or progress status (refer http://www.secretariat.uwa.edu.au/home/policies/appeals ).
 DF Dani Figg  This is in the template.  Please advise if needed in unit outline.  mark fitzpatrick  YES 























Appendix 1: Business Plan & Covering Letter Marking Guide (out of 100 marks which equates to 35% of unit assessment)
 

Area of assessment
Marks

Assignment layout and readability

5

A well researched and comprehensive plan based on credible information that is a convincing pitch to its target audience

25

Demonstrate a relevant, executable business model that is strategically sound

10

Evidence of a thorough market analysis

15

A quality marketing plan with clear USP, target market and an integrated set of 4Ps (and branding strategy if appropriate)

15

A set of financial projections that are detailed, cohesive, accurate and reflect the business model precisely. All assumptions must be outlined and justified

25

Covering Letter (Valuation of the enterprise)

5
TOTAL ASSIGNMENT MARKS
100

















Appendix 2:  Individual assessment of a Business Plan and independent valuation of business (out of 100 marks which equates to 20% of unit assessment)


 
 

Area of assessment
Mark

Identification of key shortcomings of Business Plan

33

Assessment of how readily the shortcomings can be remedied

33

Rationale for and explanation of your own independent valuation of the new venture

34
TOTAL ASSIGNMENT MARKS
100

 


Appendix 3: Peer Assessment of Contributions of Team Members 

At the end of the team project, it is necessary for all students to assess the contributions that each other member of their team made to the work of the team. This contribution should reflect your judgment of the following aspects of the team experience: 

1.	Preparation – Were they prepared when they came to Team activities? 
2.	Meaningful contribution – Did they attend and contribute productively to group discussion and work? Did their input add value to discussions?
3.	Respect for others’ ideas – Did they encourage others to contribute their ideas and work co-operatively? 
4.	Flexibility – Were they flexible when disagreements occurred and prepared to negotiate a solution? 
5. Delivery – did they honour their obligations to the team in a timely and high quality manner?
6. Would you like to work with them again?

It is important that you raise the evaluation of people who truly worked hard for the good of the team and lower the evaluation of those you perceived not to be working as hard on team tasks. Those who contributed should receive the full worth of the team’s grades; those who did not contribute fully should only receive partial credit. Your assessment will be used to determine the proportion of the team’s points that each member receives. Evaluate the contributions of each person in your team except yourself, by distributing 100 points among them. Include comments for each person. 


TEAM NAME:    

Your name:
Student Number:
Signature:



Other Team members
Mark
Comments
Name: 

Student Number:


Name: 

Student Number:


Name: 

Student Number:


Name: 

Student Number:



100



EXAMPLE only:


Other Team members
Mark
Comments
Name: Mr Alpha

Student Number:
30
Excellent contributor



Name: Ms Beta

Student Number:
30
Excellent contributor



Name: Ms Gamma

Student Number:
30
Excellent contributor  and editor of final version of Business Plan



Name: Mr Delta

Student Number:
10
Didn’t attend all of the team meetings and late with their contributions. Held us up and put team under pressure.




100





